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Abstract

Component autonomy can be addressed from dif-

Many interoperable database systems o er the possibility
of de ning integrated schemata on top of heterogeneous
databases. A very important challenge for these interoperable database systems is to maintain the autonomy of
the component databases while preserving the correct semantics of the integrated schemata. This paper presents a
mechanism that responds automatically to design changes
made in component databases which are relevant to one or
more integrated schemata. Further, this mechanism provides each component that decides to participate in the
interoperable system with the opportunity to choose between assuming the default monitoring provided by the
system or customizing it by de ning the system responses.

ferent points of view such as: design, communication

1 Introduction

design autonomy. We present a system that responds

to the ability of component database administrators
to choose their own designs with respect to the conceptualization and representation of the data, used
constraints, etc. Communication autonomy refers to
the ability of a component database to decide whether
to communicate with other component databases and
lastly, execution autonomy refers to the ability of a
component database to execute local operations without interference from external operations and to decide
on the order in which to execute them.
In this paper we concentrate on the component's
automatically to design changes made in a component

It is widely recognized that many organizations possess their data stored in distributed, heterogeneous,
autonomous data repositories. In order to support coordinated access to this data, interoperable systems
have been de ned. In the literature we can

and execution autonomy [5]. Design autonomy refers

nd many

proposals for interoperable systems, and in particular interoperable database systems. In the latter case,
there is not a consensus in the number of integrated
schemata that they should provide |while some provide a global unique integrated schema of the component schemata (e.g., [1]), others do not provide any
global integrated schema at all (e.g., [2]). An intermediate position is supported by those that o er several
integrated schemata customized to the speci c needs
of di erent applications (e.g., [3] and [4]). Nevertheless, when an integrated schema (global or partial) is
provided, the task of maintaining the autonomy of the
component database systems, while preserving the correct semantics of the integrated schema, is very relevant.
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database which are relevant to one or more integrated
schemata. The types of design changes that the system monitors are: addition, deletion or modi cation
of data elements that appear in the structural de nition of the databases which take part in the interoperation. The three main processors that constitute

Modi cations Detector, the Modications Manager and the Consistency Re-establisher.

the system are the

The joint goal of the two

rst is to detect and iden-

tify, automatically, relevant design changes in component databases, while the goal of the third one is to
re-establish automatically the consistency of the integrated schemata whether it is possible or to generate
the appropriate warnings to the users.
Among the scarce works that can be found in the
literature related to the consistency problems for interoperable database systems we can point out [6], [7] and
[8]. The two

rst are concerned with consistency prob-

lems at the instance level, i.e., among data stored in
di erent databases. In [6] a mechanism is presented for
specifying mutual consistency requirements | exible
limits within which related data must remain consistent. In [7] a proposal is presented for automatically
generating active database rules that maintain consistency in the presence of semantic heterogeneity. Our

objects1 of distinct databases are expressed

system, in contrast, monitors the consistency at the

di erent

de nition level, that is, among the integrated schemata

and then some integration rules are applied. Usually,

and the autonomous schemata de nitions [9]. There-

the databases that must be integrated are heteroge-

fore, we deal with the important problem of meta data

neous so a previous step is needed where the hetero-

consistency. In [8], a method is proposed that moni-

geneity due to the use of di erent data models is elim-

tors at the de nition level too. It sustains the struc-

inated. Notice that not all objects of the components

tural semantic integrity of integrated schemata (de-

databases must belong to the integrated schema. Each

ned with an object-oriented data model) regardless

component database system has the autonomy to de-

of the dynamic nature of component schemata. They

cide which objects will be exported to the interopera-

do not, however, explain how and when the component

ble system. Nevertheless, when a change occurs in a

database modi cations will be detected.

component database, for example an object is deleted,

Many databases from legacy that can be incorporated into an interoperable database system do
not provide facilities for production rules, e.g.

pre-

relational databases. In database systems with such
facilities (also known as active database systems [10],
[11]) the production rules can be used to monitor the
consistency problems. Others provide them but with
some constraints, e.g. RDB

TM

crete type of system response.

supports only a conFor this reason, it is

necessary to de ne a new mechanism for interopera-

that is relevant to an integrated schema, that change
must be propagated to the corresponding integrated
schema de nition, because otherwise this de nition
would remain inconsistent. In general, more than one
integrated schema could be a ected by a change in a
component database.
Our proposal of an architecture for an interoperable

Translator, Integrator, Query-Processor, and Monitor. We
database system contains four main modules,
rst present brie y the three

rst and then we explain

ble database systems, independent of the component

in more detail the last one, which is concerned with

systems, to solve the problem of maintaining the con-

the mechanism to maintain schemata consistency.

sistency.
Another feature of our approach is that, when a new



of the Person Responsible for the Integration

database becomes part of the interoperable database

(PRI), a new semantically richer schema de ni-

system, it allows one to select the default monitoring

tion from a conceptual schema of a component

provided by the system or to customize the monitoring

database.

de ning the system responses. Moreover, notice that
our system exempts the component database adminis-

Translator Module. This produces, with the help



Integrator Module. This produces an integrated

trators from the responsibility of informing the inter-

schema by integrating a set of schemata previ-

operable system every time a design change is made.

ously obtained by the Translator Module.

Finally, in the implementation of the system the
Client/Server approach and object-oriented techniques



schema by accessing the component databases.

a parallel processing of di erent design changes. Fur-

The Query-Processor Module has two kinds of

thermore, object-oriented techniques permit the en-

components, the Global Query Processor and the

capsulation of the peculiarities of the data structures
ponent database management systems, and so the ac-

This obtains the an-

swer to the user queries over the integrated

have been used. The Client/Server approach allows us

provided by the catalogs used by the di erent com-

Query-Processor Module.

Local Query Processor.



Monitor Module.

This responds automatically

cess is made to the di erent catalogs by an interface.

to design changes made in component databases

Notice that the previous techniques facilitate the ex-

which are relevant to one or more integrated

tensibility of the system to other types of interoper-

schemata.

able system. In the remainder of this paper,

rst we

present brie y the global interoperable database system architecture, then we explain the details of each
component that is concerned with the mechanism to
maintain schemata consistency, and last we introduce
a motivating example.

2 System Architecture
In general, an integrated schema is generated through
a process in which

rst of all, correspondence s among

Concentrating in the last module it constains four

Modi cations
Detector, the Modi cations Manager and the Consistency Re-establisher, and a new catalog, the System
Consistency Catalog, that contains the relevant catalog information (see gure 1). What we mean by relevant is that part of the database(s) catalog information
main components, three processors, the

1 Object here refers to data elements that appear in the structural de nition of the databases, relations and attributes for the
relational model; data items, records and sets for the network,
integrity constraints, etc.

which the

Modi cations Manager needs to discover the

modi cations.

server if it is necessary. Alternatively, it could be possible to have only one Modi cations Manager for the
whole system and so one Consistency Re-establisher.

Modifications Detector
Modifications Detector
DBMS 1

DBMS 2

Local Query
Processor

Local Query
Processor

Communications Module

System
Consistency
Catalog

Modifications Manager

The best organization could be chosen according to
the requirements of the organization.

3 The Modi cations Detector
The goal of the Modi cations Detector is to detect
changes that occur in a database catalog. To detect

Interconnection Network

if a database design modi cation has occurred from
outside the DBMS (DataBase Management System)

Communications Module

is not a simple task. To do it, three di erent solutions
Global Query Processor
Consistency Re-establisher

are possible:

TRANSLATOR
INTEGRATOR
Integrated Schemata

ECA
Rules



To associate actions with the de nition of objects
that must be monitored, for example to attributes
and tables in a relational database.

Figure 1: Operational System Architecture



Three main steps are followed by the Monitor Mod-

To de ne an interface on top of the DBMS and
to force the component database administrator

ule to achieve its goal:

to use this interface every time that a database
design modi cation is to be made.

1. When a design change is made in a component
database, the Modi cations Detector processor



Operating System. DBMSs store the catalog in-

detects the situation and sends a message to the

formation in

Modi cations Manager.

les. Therefore, every time that the

database administrator makes a design change,
the corresponding catalog

2. Then, the Modi cations Manager analyses the

le is modi ed. Using

the operating system functions, modi cations of

message and discovers if the modi cation is rel-

les can be detected.

evant, in such cases, it generates one or more
events.

To detect the modi cation with the help of the

sary to access the

During the discovery process, the Mod-

Note that it is not neces-

les, but only to the directory

information to obtain the date of their last mod-

i cations Manager uses the information stored in

i cation. For each DBMS it is necessary to know

the System Consistency Catalog.

the name of its catalog

les and their addresses.

3. The Consistency Re-establisher detects the events
and tries to re-establish the integrated schemata
consistency by using a set of rules.

The

rst solution is only applicable to systems that

provide production rules and this is not always the
case for the databases that must be integrated, e.g

From an operational point of view, a Client/Server
architecture has been used.

There is a Client appli-

cation, the Modi cations Manager, and one (or more)
Modi cations Detector processor (one for each DBMS)
at each node to monitor the schemata modi cations of
the databases de ned in that node that belong to the
interoperable system. There also exists a Consistency
Re-establisher application, for each node where integrated schemata are de ned, that behaves as a server
application of the Modi cations Managers. This type
of architecture allows us to de ne the parallel processing of di erent design changes, that is, di erent Modications Managers (probably, in di erent nodes) could
invoke at the same time the Consistency Reestab-

hierarchical databases. The second one, although general, would go against the maintaining of component
database autonomy. The third solution eliminates the
limitations of the two

rst, it does not require the com-

ponent database system to be active, neither interfere
in its autonomy, therefore, we apply the third solution.
For that we have de ned a
that monitors catalog

demon, that is, a process

le updates. A demon can be

activated with a certain time granularity. A di erent
demon exists for each di erent DBMS. However, two
databases de ned using the same type of DBMS are
monitored by two instances of the same type of demon
(see

gure 2).

Depending on the DBMS catalog

les can be up-

lisher; the Client/Server approach guarantees the con-

dated every time that the modi cation occurs only in

currency in the answer to the clients, duplicating the

the intensional part, or every time that a modi cation

Input Arguments : Dbname Dbpath Dbowner Dbuser Dates
(* The four rst arguments are used to identify the database part
that must be monitored. The last argument contains the dates
associated with the database les that must be monitored *)
Leviathan DB1

Satan DB2

Leviathan DB3

Lucifer DB4

ORACLE DB1

IDMS DB2

ORACLE DB3

IMS DB4

obtain names of database les("IDMS");
ag = 0;
for each database le do
obtain new le name(Dbpath);
obtain date;
if new date 6= old date then
ag = 1;
update date(Dates,new date);
If ag then (* a modi cation has happened *)
warning mod manager(Dbname,Dbpath,IDMS,owner,user);
update dates(Dates);

Figure 2: Monitoring di erent databases
occurs in the intensional part as well as in the extensional part of a database (i.e., when the extensional
and the intensional parts are stored in the same

le).

For the last case, the time granularity associated with
the demons will be greater because in this way the
detection of many irrelevant changes is avoided.
In general, the time granularity will be decided by
the PRI (although a default one is provided by the system), for example one day, taking into account that
design changes do not occur very often.
notice that in this case the

Moreover,

o -line process of detect-

ing changes could be executed when the system is not
overloaded. Nevertheless, this type of behaviour could

TM

Figure 3: IDMS

demon algorithm

3. Later, it compares the information returned by
the database with the information associated with
the same database in the System Consistency Catalog, and discovers if the modi cation is relevant
and, in such cases, the type of modi cation.
4. Finally, it generates an

event (or events) for the

relevant modi cation which the Consistency Reestablisher can detect and handle.

admit, during a period of time, some inconsistencies
Database catalog
request

among component and integrated schemata. Furthermore, observe that changes that occur while the demon

DB

is not active are treated together. This has the bene t

Modifications
Detector

of avoiding useless actions in situations such as when

2

1

3

System
Consistency
Catalog

e

ang

d ch

ecte

Det

Modifications
Manager

4
Event

an object is deleted from a database and then it is
again created.
The abstract speci cations of all types of demons
are equivalent, they only di er in the catalog

les as-

Figure 4: The Modi cations Manager Processor
Concerning the

rst step, there is no problem with

sociated with each type of DBMS that they must mon-

various simultaneous calls of the Modi cations Detec-

itor. The algorithm for the demon that watches over

tors, because the use in the implementation of the

IDMS

Client/Server architecture allows that the Modi ca-

TM

databases is shown in

gure 3.

tions Manager will be duplicated for attending each

4 The Modi cations Manager

call. This feature permits a parallel process whenever
it is necessary.

The Modi cations Manager's goal is to identify the

With respect to the second step, in order to de-

design changes made in a component database which

ne a solution that could permit access to the di er-

is relevant to integrated schemata de nitions.
steps are followed by this processor (see

Four

gure 4):

ent catalogs in a uniform way, object-oriented techniques have been used to provide a view of each component database catalog. This view permits us to en-

1. It receives a message from the Modi cations De-

capsulate the peculiarities of the data structures pro-

tector with the identi cation of the concrete com-

vided by the catalogs used by the di erent compo-

ponent database where a change has been de-

nent database management systems.

tected.

is represented in an object-oriented data model, its

Since the view

implementation requires the writing of a set of oper2. Then, it sends a request to the database in which

methods), which implement the interfaces of

ations (

the modi cation has been detected, asking about

the classes in the view in terms of the primitives pro-

the catalog information associated with it that is

vided over the component catalogs. For example, the

relevant for the integrated schemata.

object-oriented view of a catalog supported by a rela-

tional database management system is constituted by
the following class2 :

class 
relational database
inherit database
features
obtain-tables is deferred
obtain-attributes is deferred
end { end class relational database
The operations

obtain-tables and obtain-attributes are

primitive operations de ned in terms of the speci c

languages provided by the component database management systems. The implementation of primitive operation

obtain-tables when dealing with an

OracleT M

relational database management system is shown in
gure 5.

class oracle relational database
inherit relational database
features
obtain-tables is
EXEC SQL CONNECT :username IDENTIFIED BY :password;
result = create table(); /* the resultant table is created */
result = add column(result, "CHAR", "NAME");
result = add column(result, "CHAR", "TYPE");
EXEC SQL
DECLARE tables CURSOR FOR
SELECT TABLE NAME,TABLE TYPE
FROM ACCESSIBLE TABLES
WHERE OWNER <> 'SYSTEM' AND OWNER <> 'SYS';
EXEC SQL OPEN tables;
do

f

EXEC SQL FETCH tables INTO nam tab, typ tab;
if (sqlca.sqlcode == 0)

f

View identi er
(DBname, DBpath,
DBMS, DBnode,
owner, access-user)
Nodes
Tables
Columns
Indexes

Db1, /soft/db/db1, IDMS
FD, root, pri
sunsys
Can be manufactured
(Product, Employee)
Product

Employee

P# integer 8

E# integer 8

Name char 20

E name char 18

Price integer 10

Address char 30

Tax integer 6

Db2, /usr/oracle, ORACLE
DD, root, pri
sunsys, vax2
R products

Orders

P# integer 10

O# integer 9

Namep char 15

P# integer 10

Descr char 50

Items integer 3

unique

unique

P#

O#

Figure 6: Part of the System Consistency Catalog
CHANGE TYPES

Addition/deletion
of tables
Addition/deletion
of columns
Columns
modi cations
Addition/deletion
of indexes
Addition/deletion
of constraints

OBSERVED EFFECTS
table
table
column, table
column, table
col,tab,oldtype,new
col,tab,oldlength,new
index, type, columns
index, type, columns
constr type, def
constr type, def
ADD-TABLE

DROP-TABLE

ADD-COL

DROP-COL
TYPE-MOD

LENGTH-MOD
ADD-IDX

DROP-IDX

ADD-CONSTR

DROP-CONSTR

tuple = create tuple();
tuple = add value(tuple, nam tab);
tuple = add value(tuple, typ tab);
result = add tuple(result, tuple);

gg

while (sqlca.sqlcode == 0);
EXEC SQL CLOSE tables;
EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE
return(result);

Figure 5: Obtain-tables operation for OracleTM
In the third step, a comparison is made between
the information stored in the catalog of the modi ed
database that is relevant for an integrated schema and
the information stored for that database in the System
Consistency Catalog. This comparation permits the
identi cation of relevant changes.
The System Consistency Catalog contains the relevant catalog information before the last change. For
each component database of the interoperable system,
this catalog contains the names of the nodes where
exist integrated schemata to which it is related and
the design information that must be monitored (see
gure 6).
This information is created during the process of
generating integrated schemata and is updated by the
2

View identi er
(DBname, DBpath,
DBMS, DBnode,
owner, access-user)
Nodes
Sets
(owner, member)
Records
Data Items

The used notation is taken from Ei el.

Figure 7: Types of changes in relational databases
Modi cations Manager when a relevant change has
been identi ed. Although some of this information
is redundant (it appears in the catalogs of the component databases) it is necessary to store it in order
to have a partial image of the situation before a new
change takes place.
Finally, in the fourth step, the generated events for
the relevant changes are of the following type:
schema modi ed on schema name (list of changes)

e.g. schema modi ed on schema two

(DROP-TABLE R PRODUCTS)

A list of relevant changes is associated as parameter
with each event . These changes in the case of monitoring relational databases are shown in the gure 7.
Notice, that the enumerated changes correspond to
e ects observed in the database catalog and not to the
real operations. For example, the change DROP-COL
does not necessarily mean that the sentence DROPCOL has been used, however the e ect of deleting a
column can occur when the view that is exported to
3

3 Events can be parameterized such that information can be
passed to the condition or action parts, if necessary [12].

the interoperable system is rede ned.

Local Schema
Table PERSON(NAME, DEPT, ADDRESS) verifies

5

The Consistency Re-establisher

The Consistency Re-establisher's goal is to try to reestablish integrated schemata consistency according to
the relevant changes made in a component database.
It manages a set of rules de ned in terms of ECA rules
[13]. An ECA rule has an event that triggers the rule,

5

the funtional dependency DEPT

Extensional Change
TRANSLATOR + INTEGRATOR
DEPT

Class PERSON
Attributes
Name: string

a condition describing a given situation, and an action to be performed if the condition is met [14]. The
general format of an ECA rule in our context is

When schema modi ed on DB name
If condition
Do action

As can be seen, the type of event considered
is schema modi ed on DB name, that is, a relevant schema modi cation has occurred in a concrete
database. Having only one type of event can seem pretentious to deal with event condition action rules. The
reason for our selection is the following: our global
idea is to incorporate a mechanism to interoperable
database systems that monitors consistency at di erent levels. At the schema level, that is among component databases schemata de nitions and the integrated schemata de nitions, at the instance level, that
is among the properties about the extension of the
component databases that have been used for generating the integrated schemata and even at the application level when the applications can be also integrated. Therefore, three di erent types of events could
be treated that could have associated distinct set of
rules. Moreover, these event types could be specialized
in future re nements of the mechanism, if necessary.
Example of schema level ECA rule:

When schema modi ed on DB name
If length-mod table,column,old,new
Do modify a ected roles
Example of instance-level ECA rule:
When extension property modi ed on DB name
If functional property does not hold
Do group objects

In gure 8 a triggering of this instance-level ECA
rule is shown.
Example of application-level ECA rule:

When application modi ed over DB name
If change on preconditions of x
Do check depending-applications(x,newprecond)

4 Functional dependencies can be used by the Translator
Module to obtain a semantically richer schema.

ADDRESS

Class DEPARTMENT
Attributes
Address: string

Dept: DEPARTMENT
Part of the Integrated Schema

ADDRESS

Class PERSON
Attributes
Name: string
Dept: string
Address: string
Revised Part

Figure 8: Triggering an instance-level ECA rule
In general, rules are generated automatically when
the integrated schemata are created and so links
among the integrated schemata and the underlying
databases are established. However, rules can also be
de ned or customized by the PRI.

5.1 Schema-level rules

Now, we only concentrate on schema-level ECA rules.
The condition part of schema level type of rules can
be classi ed into three families: addition, deletion, or
modi cation. Inside each family, two di erent types
of conditions are considered, one that corresponds to
generic formulations such as ADD X where X can be a
table, a record, an attribute, an index and so on; and
other that corresponds to concrete formulations such
as ADD Table Product. Furthermore, the action part
can also be classi ed into three di erent groups:






Pre-de ned operations that permit the automatic
re-establishment of the consistency of the integrated schema.
Warnings to the users of the integrated schema.
Warnings are generated in the case that an automatic re-establishment is not possible. The warnings will appear every time that a new user wants
to work with an inconsistent integrated schema
and only will disappear if the PRI eliminates them
explicitly.
Calls to speci c procedures de ned by the PRI.
These speci c procedures allow the PRI to customize the behaviour of the Consistency Reestablisher.

In the following we present the di erent types of
rules.

Addition rules

The addition rules usually will have warnings in
their action part. When a new object is de ned in

a component database that must be incorporated into
the integrated schema, this requires then that rst it
is represented using a canonical model provided by the
interoperable system, and second, that the right place
in the integrated schema for it can be identi ed. Many
times both steps cannot be performed automatically.

ACTIONS
X
Product

..
.

Rules with calls to speci c procedures will be dened by the PRI in certain situations.

Deletion rules

The deletion rules can have any kind of action part.
A pre-de ned DELETE operation for removing an object that belongs to an integrated schema when its
support is eliminated from the component database.

When schema modi ed on DB1
If delete record Product
Do DELETE PRODUCT from the Integrated Schema

A warning when the deletion of an object from the
integrated schema could produce the eliminations of
other relevant objects (cascades delete). Last, call to
a speci c procedure when it is required a concrete established behaviour.

Modi cation rules

The modi cation rules will allow automatic reestablishments and hence will have pre-de ned operations in their action part. Nevertheless, particular modi cations will require to send warnings to the
users.

When schema modi ed on DB1
If type-mod table,column,number,char
Do assign a transformation function
5.2 Some Implementation Features

From an operational point of view, when an event
arises (in our context a relevant component database
modi cation has occurred) the Consistency Reestablisher detects it and triggers a set of rules. However, in many situations it could happen that this set
is large and so, in order to improve the performance,
we have incorporated indexes. The rst index corresponds to the type of modi cation and the second one
to the name of the basic elements (see gure 9).

6

Motivating Example

We present a situation where two di erent databases
(actually simpli ed versions of them), one de ned for

X

Addition

When schema modi ed on DB1
If ADD record
Do Warning (`Call to the Integrator Processor')

Warning
Add-Class(Product)

..
.

Deletion
Modification

X

..
.

Figure 9: De ned Indexes
the nancial department (FD) of a company using a
network DBMS and another one de ned for the design
department (DD) of the same company using a relational DBMS, take part of an interoperable system (see
gure 10).
DATABASE 1

(FD node)

Subset of Rules

PRODUCT
P# Name Price Tax

R1

When schema modified on DB1
If ADD record
Do Warning (‘Call to the Integrator Process’)

R2

When schema modified on DB1
If delete record PRODUCT
Do DELETE PRODUCT from the Integrated Schema

S1 can_be_manufactured
E# E_name Address
EMPLOYEE
DATABASE 2 (DD node)
R_PRODUCTS (P#, Namep, Description)
ORDERS (O#, P#, Items)

INTEGRATED SCHEMA (FD node)
Class PRODUCT
Class EMPLOYEE
Attributes
Attributes
P#
E#
Name
E_name
Price
Tax
Description

Address

R3 When schema modified on DB1
If type-mod table, column, number, char
Do assign a transformation function
R4 When schema modified on DB2
If ADD column
Do Warning (‘Call to the Integrator Process’)
R5 When schema modified on DB1
If delete data item tax
Do DELETE tax from the Integrated Schema

Figure 10: Example of an interoperable DB system
Three di erent situations are shown:




Suppose that products are classi ed into families in the design department and so a new attribute family in the table R PRODUCTS of
DATABASE2 is introduced. This modi cation
would be rst detected by the Modi cations Detector, and then sent to the Modi cations Manager which would generate an event. The Consistency Re-establisher would detect the event and
as a result the R4 rule would be activated. The
warning will appear to the PRI who can decide
if the new attribute is relevant for the integrated
schema and if so, what steps are needed to integrate it.
The attribute Namep of the table R PRODUCTS
in DATABASE2 is deleted because in the design department decide that they are not useful
any more. This time the Modi cations Detector would detect the modi cation. However, the

Modi cation Manager would classify it as irrelevant because it has not an image in the integrated
schema. Notice that the attribute Namep is not
exported to the integrated schema.


7

The exported schema from the DATABASE1 is
rede ned eliminating the data item tax of the
record PRODUCT because, for example, a new
law eliminates taxes for all the products that
the company manufactures. This time, the modi cation would be detected, identi ed as relevant, and generated an event that the Consistency Re-establisher would detect and the R5 rule
would be activated that permits an automatic reestablisment.
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